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Installation Manual
Notes

Installation Steps

1. Ensure the mains power is turned off.

2. Make sure the luminaire is adjusted as per desired power and phase settings. See Pictures 1,2.

3. Secure the luminaire by inserting the track adaptor into the Track and lock the knobs. The 
luminaire is compatible with most of the standard tracks including the Mondolux Brand. See 
Pictures 3,4.

4. Driver can be adjusted to 4 different positions. Fixing lock can be adjusted to 2 positions. Make 
sure the driver and fixing lock are adjusted accordingly when connected to a continuous Track 
system, to avoid installation on the track joints. See Pictures 5 through 10.

5. Installation is complete.
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⚫ This fitting requires 100-240V AC/50Hz power input to the driver.

⚫ Installation must be performed only by qualified electrician. Do not interchange 
any parts of this fitting.

⚫ Do not touch fitting when in use. Make sure it is disconnected from AC supply.

⚫ This luminaire is to be installed on 4-wires/ 3-phase track rail.

⚫ If you have any questions about the installation of this product, please contact 
Mondolux
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Make sure the track joints are avoided while installing.
To ensure that adjust the LED driver or fixing lock positions.

If the fixing lock position is interfered, slide it to right 
or left to avoid track joint.

If the LED driver is interfered, expose the wires 
from wire box by moving it to right.

Now slide the driver to right or left to avoid the track 
joint.

Now slide the wire box close to newly adjusted driver 
position and put the exposed wires back into wire box.

Install the luminaire by successfully avoiding 
the track joints.




